YEAR 9

Options Booklet

2020/2021

Dear Parents / Guardians,

Your child has now reached an exciting and important stage in their education where they
must make their option choices. In order to assist you and them in making these choices
we have put together this Options Booklet. It contains information about each of the options
subjects that your child can choose from.
Students have an element of choice in their Key Stage 4 programme of study. They have
experienced a range of subjects at Key Stage 3 and are now in a position to make certain
option choices. Choices made at this stage may have a bearing on the subjects that will be
available to them at Sixth Form level and students also need to think about career
pathways.
This booklet is designed to help them with the choices that are available to them and is
complementary to both the work covered in lessons and the Year 9 Assembly programme.
It provides guidance so that students, with your help, can make an informed decision.
There is also a 'Virtual Parent Options Evening' on Friday 8th January to give you a further
opportunity to consider the options. We aim to provide as much flexibility as possible within
the Key Stage 4 curriculum. Please bear in mind, however, that although we strive to give
every student their ideal choice of subjects, in some cases, we will not be able to do so.
Classes are limited by considerations such as room size (or the demand for specialist
rooms) and staffing availability. This is the case in all schools. The final curriculum structure
will be based on student choices and, although this is a complicated process, we are
confident that all students will follow a programme of study that is appropriate to them and
gives them the opportunity to access the next stage of their education.
We hope that you and your child find this booklet helpful. If you require any further
information at this point, then please do not hesitate to contact Miss Wheeler – Head of
Year 9, or myself.
Yours Sincerely,

Mrs Munnik
Headteacher
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Careers information
Q. I’ve no idea what I want to do!
A. There’s no need to worry. Few people know what career they want and they will
probably change their minds several times before starting work, training or further
education. You have to study English, Maths, Science, PSHE, PE and Religion as they
are essential. These, together with a broad and balanced choice of other subjects, mean
that you should have all you need.
Important: Research your current possible career choices using the resources listed
below to make sure that you are not missing anything vital e.g. Art and Design for
Architecture and Photography A levels. A modern foreign language is required for entry to
some of the top universities, regardless of your chosen degree course. If you do know
what you want to do it is worth getting touch with a company in that industry and finding
out which qualifications/subjects are essential/ desirable.

Q. Where can I look at Careers Information?
A. There is a wide range of information available from Mr Corry and Miss Wheeler. You
can also access information on the Internet. These sites and tools are recommended:
https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/Pages/Home.aspx
https://www.ucas.com/ucas/16-18-choices/find-career-ideas
https://www.barclayslifeskills.com
https://www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship
https://www.getingofar.gov.uk/
http://icould.com/
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Q. Who can I talk to at school for more advice?
A. Speak with your tutor, he/she knows you well and can
advise you on your strengths and weaknesses. Mr Corry, as
Careers Lead, and Miss Wheeler, as Head of Year 9, will
also be able to give guidance or arrange for you to have an
interview with one of our independent Careers Advisors.
Top Tips
Qualifications gained at school are just the start. Many of
you will be working in jobs that haven’t even been invented
yet and can expect to change the type of work you do many
times in your working life.
Over 30 subjects can be studied at A level and for many
of these you need not have studied them at school. Don’t
forget apprenticeships and vocational courses as these
routes can lead you to the future you want. Be aware that
many A levels are very much writing-based and require a
lot of independent reading and study. A levels are tested
at the end of the course in exams.
BTEC courses are studied in units and involve
coursework as opposed to exams. They are designed to
build skills and knowledge needed to get into careers and
give people a lot of experience. Many universities accept
BTECs either on their own, or alongside A levels for
entry.
Apprenticeships involve working in a paid job for a
company and attending a college for one or two days per
week. They build essential skills and prepare people for
work in particular sectors. You will have both skills and a
qualification at the end of an apprenticeship. Broadly
speaking a range of subjects have high value in terms of
keeping young people’s options open and meeting
general higher education entrance requirements. You
may want to check well ahead by looking at Higher
Education sites such as: www.ucas.com.
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The curriculum at key stage 4
At Chertsey High, our aim is to offer all students a broad, well balanced and relevant
learning programme.
All students will continue to study the examined ‘core’ subjects of:
English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Science (triple or combined)
In addition, most students will follow a course in a Modern Foreign Language depending
on what they have studied at Key Stage Three.

Key Stage 4 Pathways

What might my curriculum look like?
ROUTE 1

CORE PLUS PATHWAY

English Language

English Language

English Literature

English Literature

Maths

Maths

*Triple or Combined Science

Combined Science

MFL
(French or Spanish)

MFL
(French or Spanish)
or
English Plus /Maths Plus

History or Geography

History or Geography

2 other GCSE Options

2 other GCSE / Vocational
Options

Up to 10 GCSEs

Up to 8 GCSEs

*Subject to further discussion with subject teacher and SLT.

General guidance for students
Read this booklet carefully
Do not be influenced by the choices your friends are making, nor by the teachers you
think you may have teaching you next year.
Remember, help is always available. If you need advice please talk to any teacher!
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Page 60 - 62

The Core curriculum

ENGLISH
MATHEMATICS
SCIENCE (TRIPLE OR COMBINED)
LANGUAGES: FRENCH
LANGUAGES: SPANISH
HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
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English
Language
Two reading and writing examinations: 100%

Literature
Two examinations: 100%

The key characteristics of this course are:
Developing interpretative skills by exploring a range of texts from a variety of contexts and genres.
Developing a critical approach to literature.
Enabling students to develop an understanding of key literary and linguistic concepts and
terminology.

You will develop confidence in:
Analysing a variety of texts, including prose, fiction and non-fiction.
Promoting your point of view and listening to the views of others.
Understanding the social and historical background to poems and novels.
Analytical essay writing.

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Descriptions and Expectations:
Over the course of the two years your son/daughter will study and
analyse a nineteenth century novel, a Shakespeare play, a
modern text and a selection of poetry. They will also explore how
to write creatively and persuasively, thus developing their skills for
the exam and the wider world. Students will learn how to approach
unseen texts from a variety of genres and time frames, including
both fiction and non-fiction.
For more information please look at the AQA
www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse

website:

Examinations:
English Literature: AQA syllabus
Shakespeare and the Nineteenth Century Novel: 40% of the
GCSE. Modern texts and poetry: 60% of the GCSE.
English Language: AQA syllabus
Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing:
50%.
Writer’s Viewpoints and
Perspectives: 50%.
Presentation and Response
You will also deliver a presentation in a formal context and
respond to questions and feedback. This does not contribute to
the final grade, but appears as an endorsement on your
certificate.

What’s next?
Most careers will demand a certain level of skill in terms of
communication, however careers such as journalism and sports
journalism, advertising, law and teaching will expect qualifications
in English.
You will also need good grades in English to proceed to academic
A Level study in the sixth form. English itself is divided into two
separate disciplines at A Level: Literature and
Language.
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mathematics
3 x One and a half an hour written examinations: 100%

The key characteristics of this course are:
Clearly explained topics.
Maths skills relevant to further study and work.
Well-resourced lessons.
Access to exam support materials.
Support for other subjects of study such as Science and Business Studies.

You will develop confidence in:
Applying maths accurately in different situations.
Using existing knowledge to solve unfamiliar problems.
Interpreting and representing information.
Producing clear explanations.
Choosing appropriate methods for exam questions.

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Descriptions and Expectations:
Year 10
Your studies will continue in the areas of number, ratio, algebra, shape, and handling data. You will
cover work up to three grades ahead of your Year 9 result, and also spend time revising key skills and
methods. Each fortnight you will have eight lessons and at least four homework tasks. You are
expected to bring all books and equipment to each lesson, to ask for help with difficult topics and to
aim to make two grades of progress.
Year 11
You will continue to study new topics in order to achieve the highest possible grade. After the Mock
exam in December you will complete past papers and revise areas of difficulty so that you are fully
prepared for the final exams.

Examinations:
All students do the Edexcel 1MA1 specification. This has three final exams, each 1 hour 30 minutes
long, worth 33% of the final grade. Two allow the use of a calculator, and the other does not.
The Foundation tier covers grades 1 to 5, and the Higher tier covers grades 4 to 9.
Tiers of entry are finalised in Year 11 based on where we believe each child individually will achieve
the highest grade. Setting remains fluid throughout the course.

What’s next?
A GCSE in Mathematics along with the skills you acquire
from the course are essential for employment. The subject
can be studied at A Level and university, and post-16
Maths qualifications are highly regarded by the financial
and scientific professions.
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combined science
Six written examinations: 100%

The key characteristics of this course are:
Developing an interest in, and enthusiasm for, Science.
Developing a critical approach to scientific evidence and methods.
Acquiring and applying skills, knowledge and understanding of how science works and its essential
role in society.
Acquiring scientific skills, knowledge and understanding necessary for progression to further
learning.
Allowing students to develop an understanding of a broad range of scientific ideas.

You will develop confidence in:
Planning and carrying out practical work.
Analysing data and looking at the reliability of information.
Explaining the world around us and the processes that take place in it.
Problem solving.
Discussing the ethical issues that arise as a result of scientific research.

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Descriptions and Expectations:
Year 10
You will study topics of work in Biology, Chemistry and Physics. In Biology you will study cell biology,
organisation, infection and response and bio-energetics. In Chemistry you will look at atomic structure,
bonding and structure, quantitative chemistry, and chemical and energy changes. In Physics, you will
study forces, energy, waves, and electricity.
Year 11
You will study topics of work in Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Biology will cover homeostasis and
response, inheritance, variation and evolution, and ecology. In Chemistry, you will look at rates of
reaction, organic chemistry, chemical analysis, chemistry of the atmosphere and using resources. In
Physics, you will study magnetism and electromagnetism, the particle model of matter and atomic
structure.

Examinations:
Combined Science is a linear course. This means that all exams are sat at the end of Year 11.
There are six papers: two biology, two chemistry and two physics, each paper being 1¼ hours long.
Each of the papers will assess knowledge and understanding from distinct topic areas. Each paper
counts for 16.67% of the overall qualification and has multiple choice, structured, closed short answer,
and open response questions.
This Combined Science GCSE is a ‘double’ qualification, graded and certificated on a 17 grade scale
from 9-9 to 1-1, where 9-9 is the highest grade. For Foundation tier, grades 1-1 to 5-5 are available
and for Higher tier, grades 4-4 to 9-9. Tiers of entry are not finalised until Year 11, however, it is
expected that the majority of students will be entered for the higher tier of exam.
During the course, you will carry out 16 required practical activities. The techniques and skills you
acquire during these practical sessions will be assessed in the written exam papers.

What's next?
A study of the sciences can lead to careers in
Pharmaceuticals,
Aeronautics,
Ecology,
Forensic
Science, Meteorology, Finance, Engineering and
Microbiologist. In the Sixth Form, Science is divided into
three separate disciplines. Students who wish to pursue a
career in the sciences (and therefore study one or more
Science A Level) must have studied either Combined
Science or Triple Science (the latter is not an essential
requirement for studying any of the A Level sciences).
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Separate science
‘Triple’ Descriptions and Expectations
If you wish to be considered for Separate Science, you must discuss this with Mr Corry (Head of
Science) to see if this is the right science course for you. Your teacher will look at both your academic
performance and attitude to learning over the past three years to see if Separate Science is suitable
for you. As this course is very demanding, you should be consistently achieving top grades in your
year 9 exams and end-of-topic tests in Science.
Year 10
You will study all the combined science topics described on the previous page. However, these topics
are extended and studied in more depth. Also more complex subject content is introduced, such as
spectroscopic methods, and natural and synthetic polymers.
Year 11
You will study all the combined science topics described on the previous page. Again, these topics are
extended and studied in more depth. As part of the course, additional topics and content will be
introduced such as nuclear fission and fusion, space physics, and plant biology and disease.

Examinations
Separate science is a completely linear course: students sit all exams at the end of the course.
There is no controlled assessment for this course; it is assessed by written exam only. At the end of
Year 11 you will sit a total of 6 exams: 2 each for Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Each paper is 1¾
hours long. The exams will consist of multiple choice, structured, closed short answer and open
response style questions. At the end of the course, students will achieve three separate GCSE
qualifications in science, one for each subject. During the course, you will carry out 8 required
practical activities for each of the science disciplines. The techniques and skills acquired during
these practical sessions will be assessed in the written exam papers.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Medicine and
pharmaceuticals

Law and patent
approval

Research
scientist

Banking and
accountancy

Engineering
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Modern foreign

languages
4 exams in Year 11: Writing [25%], Speaking [25%], Reading [25%], Listening [25%]

The key characteristics of this course are:
Find out about how language works – explore new vocabulary and grammar structures
Explore other countries and cultures
Learn how to independently communicate and express yourself in another language

You will develop confidence in:
Speaking spontaneously
Creative and descriptive writing
Independent study
World travel and meeting people

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Examinations:
The Edexcel GCSE specification includes both familiar and new engaging topics that interest and
motivate students. Addressing a range of relevant contemporary and cultural themes. They are
organised into five themes, each broken down into topics and sub-topics. The five themes are:
Identity and culture; Local area, holiday and travel; School; Future aspirations, study and work;
International and global dimension.
The flexible programme of study allows time for a focused revision period at the end of the course.
Content and assessments provide an engaging real-world focus, with authentic situations and stimuli
enabling students to see language in context and learn about the culture of the target language
country. Our assessments allow for spontaneity and test grammar, as well as providing plenty of
opportunities for students to apply their knowledge independently, creatively, and in authentic
situations. Exam papers are designed to be clear and concise and, where appropriate, questions
feature scaffolding to help all students’ progress through the assessments confidently. Reading and
listening papers are structured so that questions set in the target language are in a separate section
from those questions requiring responses in English. Translation tasks are progressive in their level of
difficulty and are of appropriate demand for students to access all grades.
Edexcel includes carefully selected texts to ensure that they are interesting, relevant and at the right
level for students and that will encourage the use of a wide range of texts in the classroom. Course
content builds on the understanding developed at KS2 and KS3 while also ensuring that students new
to the subject are appropriately supported, and provides a firm foundation for students to make a
smooth transition to A Level.
For more information please look at the Edexcel website:
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/French-2016.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/spanish-2016.html
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Course Descriptions and Expectations:
Listening (45 minutes, 50 marks) 25% - Students are assessed on understanding of spoken
French/Spanish by one or more speakers. A range of public and social settings are used. Multiple
choice and short answers.
Reading (60 minutes, 50 marks) 25% - Students are assessed on understanding of a variety of
written French/Spanish including advertisements, emails, letters, articles and literary texts. Includes
a translation from French/Spanish into English.
Speaking in French (3 Tasks) (10-12 minutes, 70 marks) 25%
Role Play – allocated by Exam Board
Picture Card – allocated by Exam Board
Conversation – Based on two themes. First theme chosen by student in advance. Second theme
allocated by Pearson
Writing (80 minutes, 60 marks) 25% - Students are required to produce responses of varying
lengths and types to express ideas and opinions. This paper includes a translation from English into
French/Spanish.

What's next?
People with language skills and knowledge usually have an advantage over people without them.
They stand out as talented and successful people, with broader and more exciting horizons. Taking
GCSE in French/Spanish means you will:
Add an extra dimension to your personal skills profile, which will impress anyone who reads your
CV
Be in a stronger position to get a job in companies with international links, or improve employability
if you would like to work abroad
Be able to work or study in a French/Spanish-speaking country in later life
Speak and translate spontaneously in French/Spanish
Be able to study AS and A level French/Spanish courses to further your knowledge of the language
and culture
Find it easier to learn other languages later if you want to
Work independently
Interact with over 500 million people in the world that speak French/Spanish!
Visit 20 different countries that have French/Spanish as their first language!

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

Translation,
interpretation, and
language teaching

2.

3.

4.

5.

Writing and
journalism

Diplomacy

Tourism and
hospitality

Marketing
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hISTORY
Three exam papers worth 100%

Is a History the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do you have a curiosity for History?

Discussing and debating key issues and
events.

Do you enjoy finding out about people
and events in the past?

Written analysis and explanation of
historical evidence.

Can you interpret evidence to see
whether it is telling the truth or not?

Researching and exploring key events
and people e.g. Adolf Hitler.

Can you give reasons to back up your
decisions?

Making judgements and supporting
them.

Do you want to understand the reasons
behind modern world events?

Understanding how current events are
influenced by history.

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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TOTAL

Tick

/5

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
Firstly, you will study The American West c18351895. The learning covers three key elements of
learning. These include firstly understanding the
Plains Indians way of life before settlement took
place on the Great Plains. Throughout the
learning we will revisit their way of life and
understand how and why it changed as Farming
and a revolution in Transportation impacted on
the Plains. Secondly we will study the various
groups of people who chose to settle on the
Plains and the issues faced as they made the
landscape work to suit their lifestyle and again
how did this clash with the nomadic lifestyle of
the Plains Indians. Groups studied will include
the Mormons, migrant settlers, Cowboys and
Homesteaders. Finally we will understand,
evaluate and assess the various conflicts that
took place across the Plains and how this
impacted on the destruction of the Buffalo herds
and the ending of the Nomadic way of living for
the Plains Indians.

Following on from this after Christmas in
year 10 we will study Henry VIII and his
Ministers examining the years 1509-1540.
The key areas of study will be the accession
to the throne of Henry as a Renaissance
Prince, his Court and the rise to political
prominence first of Cardinal Wolsey and
later Thomas Cromwell. You will study the
impact of Henry’s divorce from Catherine of
Aragon and the subsequent break with
Rome. Within this study we will also
examine the king’s foreign policy and how
society was affected by the kings political,
social and religious policies.
In the summer term and continuing into the start
of Year 11 we will focus on Medicine through
time 1250- to the present.

In addition, there will be an in-depth study of
how Medicine changed and was used during
World War I and II. Learning will start with an
examination of the simplistic approach to
Medicine in the Medieval period and the power
of the church. Medicine will evolve as a result of
the Renaissance and the acceptance of the
Church to change. The impact of key forces for
change during the time of the Industrial
Revolution will also be studied; people such as
Nightingale, Snow, Pasteur, Jenner, Koch, and
social influences will also be studied. We will
look at how people’s lives changed because of
increased government intervention in the field of
Public Health over this time period.
The key areas of study will be the accession to
the throne of Henry as a Renaissance Prince,
his Court and the rise to political prominence first
of Cardinal Wolsey and later Thomas Cromwell.
You will study the impact of Henry’s divorce from
Catherine of Aragon and the subsequent break
with Rome. Within this study we will also
examine the king’s foreign policy and how
society was affected by the kings political, social
and religious policies. Medicine through time
1250- to the present. In addition there will be an
in-depth study of how Medicine changed and
was used during World War I and II.
Learning will start with an examination of the
simplistic approach to Medicine in the Medieval
period and the power of the church. Medicine
will evolve as a result of the Renaissance and
the acceptance of the Church to change. The
impact of key forces for change during the time
of the Industrial Revolution will also be studied;
people such as Nightingale, Snow, Pasteur,
Jenner, Koch, and social influencers will also be
studied. We will look at how people’s lives
changed because of increased government
intervention in the field of Public Health over this
time period.
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Year 11
Our final subject for study will be Russia by
way of complete contrast and study the years
1917-1941. This will include examining the
reasons for the collapse of Tsarist Russia and
the evolution of Soviet Russia. This will include
understanding how and why Lenin and later
Stalin are able to come to power. Included
within this is analysis of how they changed the
way that Russia was governed and the
revolutions that took place in both agriculture
and Industry. Alongside this sits their use of
Propaganda to change the way that Russians
lived their daily lives.

What's next:
History as a subject is a subject where the skills
learned can be used in so many future careers.
Skills learned include; Analysis, Research,
Communication, Problem solving. The ability to
write with fluency, to present two sides of an
argument and at speed using a range of pieces of
evidence.
The subject can be used to access a number of
degree
courses
but
especially;
History,
Archaeology, Anthropology, Law, Economics,
History of Art, Languages, Classics, English,
Politics and International Relations. And of course
Teaching! Future careers in which History can act
as a springboard are many but key would be
Journalism, Law, Politics, Economics, Public
Sector

Examinations and
Assessment:
Examination: Three exam papers worth 100%
Paper 1 (1 hour 15 minutes):
Medicine in Britain c 1250-present.
Paper 2 (1hr 45 minutes) Henry
VIII and his Ministers 1509-1540 and
The American West 1835-1895
Paper 3 (1 hr 20 mins)
Russia and the Soviet Union.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Archaeologist

Journalist

Law

Researcher

Politics
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Geography
Three examinations worth 100%

Is Geography the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Are you passionate about the location,
places, processes, environments
and different scales?

Investigating and problem solving

Do you want to learn about a subject
that has an engaging real-world
focus?

Debating topical issues

Do you want to complete engaging and
manageable fieldwork and communicate
findings?

Atlas and map reading

Do you have an interest in Global
Geographic Issues (Hazardous Earth,
development Dynamics and Challenges
of an Urbanising World) and UK
Geographical Issues (UK’s evolving
physical and human landscape and
geographical investigations)?

Data handling

Are you are interested in learning about
People and Environmental Issues?

Working with others

TOTAL

/5

Tick

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will have already developed an understanding of Hazardous Earth and Development Dynamics
through year 9 Geography. You will then explore the challenges of an urbanising world. Finally, you
will learn about the UK’s evolving physical landscape and focus on coastal change and river
processes. You will then learn about UK’s evolving human landscape and focus on changing rural
settlements and dynamic inner cities. You will complete your fieldwork and develop various skills.
Year 11
You will learn about People and the Environmental Issues and focus on the Biosphere, Forests Under
Threat and Consuming Energy Resources. You will also spend time learning geographical skills and
statistics to develop geographical understanding before starting revision.

Examinations and Assessment:
Paper 1: Global Geographical Issues
(Written Examination of 1 hour and 30 minutes). 37.5% of the GCSE qualification. 94
marks. This paper is an external-assessed written exam with three 30-mark sections on
Hazardous Earth, Development Dynamics and Challenges of the Urbanising World.
The exam includes multiple-choice questions, short open, open response and extended
writing questions, calculations and 8-mark extended writing questions.
Paper 2: UK Geographical Issues
(Written Examination of 1 hour and 30 minutes). 37.5% of the GCSE qualification. 94
marks. This paper is an externally-assessed written exam with three sections on The
UK’s Evolving Physical Landscape, The UK’s Evolving Human Landscape and
Geographical Investigations. Of the 94 marks available up to 4 marks are awarded for
spelling, punctuation, grammar and use of specialist terminology.
Paper 3: People and Environment Issues - Making Geographical Decisions
(Written examination of 1 hour and 30 minutes). 25% of qualification. 64 marks. This
paper is externally-assessed written exam with four sections which include People and
the Biosphere, Forests Under Threat, Consuming Energy Resources and Making a
Geographical Decision. Of the 64 raw marks available, up to 4 marks are awarded for
spelling, punctuation, grammar and use of specialist terminology.
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What's Next?
Geography is a solid academic subject and well respected by universities and employers alike. It
helps you to make sense of the world around you. It is hands on, it is relevant and it is fun. The course
will give you the chance to get to grips with some of the big questions which affect our world and
understand the social, economic and physical forces and processes which shape and change our
world. Career paths include: Resource Management, Conservation, Urban and Rural Planning,
Teaching, GIS Systems Management, Market Researcher, Sustainability Consultant.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Environmental
Consultant

Urban
Planner

Landscape
Architect

Surveyor

Volcanologist
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option subjects

LANGUAGES: FAST TRACK FRENCH
LANGUAGES: FAST TRACK SPANISH
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
ICT; CREATIVE IMEDIA
ART & DESIGN: FINE ART
ART & DESIGN: PHOTOGRAPHY
ART & DESIGN: TEXTILES
ART & DESIGN: 3D DESIGN
FOOD & NUTRITION
DANCE
DRAMA
MUSIC
PE (GCSE)
BUSINESS STUDIES
MEDIA STUDIES
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Religious studies
2 Examination worth 100%
Is Religious Education the right choice for
me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do you enjoy learning about other
cultures?

Critical thinking

Do you enjoy learning about other
faiths?

Debating and discussion

Do you want to understand why people
act in a certain way?

Understanding and knowledge of other
faiths

Do you enjoy debating modern issues
such as euthanasia, crime, war, and
poverty?

Negotiating

Do you want to understand how
these issues might effect you?

Evaluating

TOTAL

/5

Tick

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course breakdown:
Year 10
You will understand what Christian people believe, and why they believe it. You will understand these
ideas by looking at scripture and Church teaching. You will explore how these beliefs affect every day
Christian life, and how they practice their faith. You will look at beliefs and practices in Judaism,
drawing comparisons between the two religions.

Year 11
In year 11, you will understand Christian responses to a variety of world issues such as crime,
life and death, and environmental issues. You will look at how Christians would act and
respond to these modern issues, and then understand why they respond like that, and what
that response is guided by. You will then evaluate the different approaches, suggesting why
someone might agree, and disagree with a course of action.
Theme B: Religion and life (Issues studied will include: abortion, euthanasia, and the use of
animals in science)
Theme D: Religion, peace and conflict (Issues studied will include: War, terrorism, conflict,
forgiveness)
Theme E: Religion, Crime and Punishment (Issues studied will include: Corporal and Capital
punishment, forgiveness, aims of punishment)
Theme F: Religion and human rights (Issues studied will include: racism, sexism,
discrimination, poverty)

Examinations and Assessment
Paper 1. Christian and Jewish beliefs and practices. 50% of GCSE.
You will be examined on Christian and Jewish beliefs and practices. You will have to answer
4 sets of questions on;
1) Christian beliefs (24 marks)
2) Christian practices (24 marks)
3) Jewish beliefs (24 marks)
4) Jewish practices. (24 marks)
Therefore, the exam will be out 96.
Paper 2. Christian responses to themes. 50% of GCSE
You will be examined Christian responses to themes. You will have to answer 4 sets of
questions;
1) Religion and life (24 marks)
2) Religion and conflict (24 marks)
3) Religion and crime (24 marks)
4) Religion and human rights (24 marks).
Therefore the exam will be out 96.
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What's next:
Religious Education is a highly valued subject when you apply for A-levels and universities as it shows
you have interpersonal skills, a desire to learn about other cultures and people, as well as critical
thinking and evaluative skills. If you are looking for a career in anything involving people, RE would be
perfect…it is all about people! RE provides a large range of transferable skills which will help in
applications to study other humanity subjects

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Journalism

Law

Human
Resources

Media

Charity Work
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ICT: Creative imedia
Written examination: 25% Task based assessment: 75%

Is Creative iMedia the right choice for me? Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do you enjoy working on computers?

Produce a multimedia interactive
product

Do you like to communicate on line?

Working independently on project based
tasks.

Do you enjoy learning by doing?

Developing expertise in a range of ICT
applications.

Do you like being creative and practical?

Creating digital images using image
editing software.

Do you like working in a team
sometimes?

Designing your own website

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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TOTAL

Tick

/5

Course Descriptions and Expectations:
The ICT ‘Cambridge Nationals in Creative iMedia’ qualification is equivalent to one GCSE. The four
units of work that are covered will equip students with a solid foundation for understanding and
applying this subject in their future working lives. Students develop their technical skills with a range of
applications such as pre-production skills, web design, animation as well as using graphics. This
learning is put into practice through a series of creative projects, such as:
Developing a web-based multimedia interactive product for a specific task which promotes an event
Developing a graphics solution for a publicity product
Designing a dynamic product using animation as a promotional launch
We follow the OCR syllabus which can be found on the OCR website. Learning is very practical
and hands-on, and assessment is mainly coursework-based (with just one examination) making it
well suited to students who prefer ongoing assessment to examinations. The ‘Cambridge National’
qualification is similar to a Level 2 BTEC and equivalent to one GCSE at Pass, Merit or Distinction
Level.

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will design and create digital graphics for a specific purpose. You will develop a multipage
website for a specific task.
Year 11
You will learn the theory of pre-production skills which will culminate in a one hour paper based exam.
You will design and create a digital animation for a specific purpose.

Examinations and Assessment OCR
The course is made up of four units. Three of the units are task based and assessed through your
teacher which are then moderated. One unit is taken as an exam which is assessed by the exam
board.

What's next?
There are a wide range of careers in ICT and Media in our modern economy and the list is growing.
You can also continue your studies of ICT and Media at Sixth Form.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Graphic Designer

Web-Site
Designer

Animator

Games Developer Coding
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Fine art
Portfolio 60% of the GCSE (96 marks); Externally assignment 40% of the GCSE. (96 marks)

Is Art the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do I enjoy being creative? Would I like
to use my creativity in the future?

Project work, critical analysis,
responding to a brief, refining ideas and
artwork.

Do I enjoy drawing and experimenting
with different media?

Mastering traditional methods of making
artwork and discovering new ones.

Do I enjoy thinking deeply about ideas
and finding new inspiration?

Motivation and independence to develop
a deeper understanding of how Fine Art
throughout history and in the world
today

Do I think that creating artwork is
important? Do I often see things in the
world around me, that others don’t?

Challenging the viewer, investigating the
impact an image can have on a viewer
and how the meaning of something can
be changed by the way we look at it.

Do I take pride in my work?

Creating a series of images and be able
to confidently discuss ideas?

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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TOTAL

Tick

/5

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will develop your skills in recording observations through
experimentations and developing a vast range of traditional
drawing and painting techniques as well as mixed media
approaches in a workshop environment. You will practise and
master your drawing skills, making it second nature and creating
habits that you will have for life. Your observations will be
recorded in a portfolio where you will show your understanding
and skill through the artwork you produce and your annotations.
You will draw inspiration from a variety of contextual sources to
work towards a final outcome or series of artwork around a
chosen theme.
Year 11
You will refine your skills in research and observation, and you
will explore more expressive techniques using mixed media’s
and creative ways of developing your artwork further. Here you
will see the cross-over between the creative specialisms,
incorporating textiles, photography and 3D design.

Examinations and Assessment:
Component 1: Portfolio.
60% of the GCSE (96 marks).
The candidate portfolio is selected from work undertaken during
the course and must include more than one project. There is no
time limit. The work is set and marked by your teacher and
moderated by the exam board.
Component 2: Externally set assignment.
40% of the GCSE. (96 marks).
You will respond to a theme given by the examination board.
You will be asked to use your knowledge, skill and
understanding to realise an end goal within the 10 hours of
supervised time. Question papers are issued by the exam board
from 2nd January in year 11. You will have unlimited time to
produce a shorter preparatory portfolio of work and plan a final
piece in response to your chosen starting point. You will then
have 10 hours over two days to complete your final piece.
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What's next:
Fine Art is the umbrella term for creating Art that is to be viewed, admired, and questioned.
Throughout this course you will develop essential transferable skills; like research and critical
thinking, that may bring you closer to your dream job in the future. What being an artist
means is really anything e.g. Video game designer, children’s book Illustrator, Buyer, Editor,
Landscape Photographer, Music Producer, Jewellery Designer, Print Maker, Art Therapist. 1
in 11 jobs in the UK are within the creative sector, so by taking a creative subject you will only
widen your options and increase your employability for your future.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Digital Graphic
Illustrator

Architect

Print Designer

Multimedia Artist

Theatrical
Makeup Artist
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photography
Portfolio 60% of the GCSE (96 marks); External assignment 40% of the GCSE. (96 marks)

Is Photography the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Tick

Do I enjoy being creative? Am I excited
about the prospect of studying
photography as a GCSE? Would I like to
use my creativity in the future?

Project work, critical analysis,
responding to a brief, refining ideas and
artwork

Can I show that I have a passion for
photography? Do I take photos as often
as I can?

Mastering traditional methods of making
artwork and discovering new ones.

Do I enjoy learning new techniques,
experimenting with technologies and
pushing boundaries?

Motivation and independence to develop
a deeper understanding of how Fine Art
throughout history and in the world
today

Do I think that photography is important
in our world today? Do I often see things
in the world around me, that others
don’t?

Challenging the viewer, investigating the
impact an image can have on a viewer
and how the meaning of something can
be changed by the way we look at it.

Do I take pride in my work?

Creating a series of images and be able
to confidently discuss ideas?

TOTAL

/5

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will develop your skills in recording observations through experimentation and learning a vast
range of photography techniques in a workshop environment, where you will practise and master
these different approaches. Your observations will be recorded in a portfolio where you will show your
understanding and skill through the images you produce and your annotations. You will draw
inspiration from a variety of contextual sources to work towards a final outcome or series of work
around a chosen theme.
Year 11
You will refine your skills in research and observation, and you will explore more expressive
techniques using mixed media’s and creative ways of developing your images. Here you will see the
cross-over between the creative specialisms, incorporating textiles, fine art and design.

Examination & Assessment:
Component 1: Portfolio. 60% of the GCSE (96 marks).
The candidate portfolio is selected from work undertaken during the course and must include
more than one project. There is no time limit. The work is set and marked by your teacher and
moderated by the exam board.
Component 2: Externally set assignment. 40% of the GCSE. (96 marks).
You will respond to a theme given by the examination board. You will be asked to use your
knowledge, skill and understanding to realise an end goal within the 10 hours of supervised
time. Question papers are issued by the exam board from 2nd January in year 11. You will
have unlimited time to produce a shorter preparatory portfolio of work and plan a final piece in
response to your chosen starting point. You will then have 10 hours over two days to complete
your final piece.
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What's next:
Thinking beyond GCSE, top Photography skills, developing your ‘creative eye’ and ‘out the box
thinking’ could bring your closer to your dream job. Here are some examples of where a photography
GCSE might take you. Imagine being a Wildlife Photographer, an Advertising Art Director, a Brand
Ambassador, a Photojournalist, a Multimedia Specialist, a Medical or clinical photographer, this is just
the start. 1 in 11 jobs in the UK are within the creative sector, so by taking a creative subject you are
increasing your employability for your future.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Wildlife
Photographer

Animator

Creative Director

Film producer

Photojournalist
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Food & Nutrition
1 exam, (50% of final grade),
2 pieces of NEA- Non-Examination Assessment (15% and 35% of final grade).
Is Food Preparation and Nutrition the
right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do you enjoy cooking and creating new
dishes? Would you like to do using your
creativity in the future?

Managing time effectively to create food
within a set time.

Do you enjoy science and relating
scientific principles to food preparation?

Planning and preparing three dishes
within a set time to meet a brief.

Do you want to investigate the working
characteristics and functional properties
of food?

Learn about a range of professional
food preparation techniques and how to
apply these techniques to your dishes.

Can you critically evaluate your food and
identify where improvements could be
made?

To be able to apply your knowledge of
nutrition to a range of dishes.

Can you work well under pressure?

To present food in a professional way.

TOTAL

/5

TOTAL

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Tick

/5

Course breakdown:
Year 10
You will develop your understanding of the theoretical side of food technology, seeing how different
scientific principles can be applied to a range of food stuffs. You will also develop a wide range of
practical skills, developing these through guided and independent practical sessions. At the end of the
year, you will have the knowledge and understanding of how to approach your NEA at the start of year
11.
Year 11
You will demonstrate your understanding of scientific principles by applying these to an experiment
which you will carry out at the beginning of the year. You will then begin to focus on honing your
practical skills by creating more complex dishes and components to meet a brief. These pieces of
work will form 50% of your final GCSE grade.

Examinations and Assessment:
Component 1: Principles of Food Preparation and Nutrition
50% of your GCSE.
A written examination lasting 1 hour and 45 minutes. This exam will be sat at the end of Year 11 and
will consist of two sections- Section A will ask you questions based on a scenario provided, Section B
will consist of a range of short and long questions related to food preparation and nutrition.
Component 2: Food Preparation and Nutrition in Action.
Non-examination assessment.
Assessment 1: The Food Investigation Assessment.
15% of your GCSE.
A scientific food investigation in which you can apply your knowledge, skills and understanding in
relation to scientific principles. You are given a topic to investigate, and you create your own
hypothesis and investigate if you were correct or not.
Assessment 2: The Food Preparation Assessment.
35% of your GCSE.
Prepare, cook and present a menu which demonstrates your knowledge and practical skills in relation
to the planning, preparation, cooking and presentation of food. You will be given a brief and will
explore and cook a range of dishes which relate specifically to this brief.
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What's next:
Food Preparation and Nutrition can lead to a range of careers, such as a food technologist, nutritional
therapist, chef, toxicologist, positions in hospitality and catering, butchery, baker or confectioner, travel
and tourism with roles in cabin crew and so much more! As well as this, being able to cook for
yourself with confidence is a valuable skill which cannot be underrated. 1 in 11 jobs in the UK are
within the creative sector, so by taking a creative subject you are increasing your employability for
your future.

Careers
Careers that this GCSE could lead into:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Food
Technologist

Product
Designer

Chef

Travel and
Tourism

Confectioner
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textiles
Portfolio 60% of the GCSE (96 marks); Externally assignment 40% of the GCSE. (96 marks)

Is Textiles the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Tick

Do I like to express myself creatively?
Would you like to use my creativity in
the future?

A range of decorative techniques
including applique, embroidery, and
printing.

Do I have a passion for textiles? Do I
find the idea of studying textiles exiting?

Fashion design and/or illustration.

Do I enjoy creating things and reworking
ideas until my design is perfect?

Understanding of how to manipulate
textiles to create a range of aesthetic
properties.

Do I want to learn about a range of
specialisms including art, fashion,
costume design, printing and
embellishment?

Motivation and independence to develop
a deeper understanding of the textiles
industry.

Am I motivated to work on a project over
two years?

Construction techniques centred around
costume design and constructed
textiles.

TOTAL

/5

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will develop a range of skills surrounding textiles and textile
design so that you can build your portfolio. You will develop an
understanding of fabric manipulation, design and construction
techniques which you can use to focus and master your skills on
to another project. You can develop your ideas and skills within
your area of interest or specialism within Textile Design- these
specialisms can include fashion design, costume design, printed
textiles and embellished textiles to name a few. The pieces of
work which you create will be put in to your portfolio and be
presented as coursework at the end of the two years.
Year 11
You will develop your skills surrounding Textile Design and
complete your initial portfolio. You will then use this knowledge,
skills and techniques to inform your research towards
Component 2 and begin compiling research and ideas to
prepare you for your assessment towards the end of Year 11.

Examinations and Assessment:
Component 1: Portfolio. 60% of the GCSE (96 marks).
You develop a series of work responding to briefs given to them.
They will produce a portfolio based on a continual project in
which they will evidence their journey from initial engagement to
the realisation of intentions and a selection of further work which
will have been created over the course of the two years.
Component 2: Externally set assignment. 40% of the GCSE.
(96 marks).
You will respond to a theme given by the examination board.
You will be asked to use your knowledge, skill and
understanding to realise an end goal within the 10 hours of
supervised time. Question papers are issued by the exam board
from 2nd January in year 11. You will have unlimited time to
produce a shorter preparatory portfolio of work and plan a final
piece in response to your chosen starting point. You will then
have 10 hours over two days to complete your final piece.
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What's next:
Textiles and Fashion is such a broad subject, so you can go in to almost any field with skills you gain
from a Textiles Design GCSE. Careers include; garment technologist, fashion designer, retail buyer,
fashion illustrator, interior designer, merchandiser, stylist, PR, fashion journalist and many more.
There are also a huge number of industry apprenticeships which you could gain access to with a
GCSE in Textile Design. 1 in 11 jobs in the UK are within the creative sector, so by taking a creative
subject you are increasing your employability for your future.

Careers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Garment
technologist

Fashion
illustrator

Visual
merchandiser

Costume
designer for
film/theatre

Fashion journalist
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3D design
Portfolio 60% of the GCSE (96 marks); Externally assignment 40% of the GCSE. (96 marks)

Is 3D Design the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do I like to express myself creatively?
Do I think logically? Am I curious about
how things work? Would you like to do
using your creativity in the future for help
others?

Construction techniques whilst working
with different materials.

Do I enjoy creating models and working
with different materials such as wood,
plastics or metals?

Patience and exploring different ways to
do things and new technologies.

Do I enjoy creating things and reworking ideas until my design is perfect?

Understanding of how to treat materials.

Do I want to learn about a range of
external factors which could influence
my work?

Motivation and independence to
discover how things work in the world
around us.

Am I motivated enough to work on a
project over two years?

Construction techniques centred around
modelling.

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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TOTAL

Tick

/5

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will develop a range of skills surrounding Three-Dimensional design so that you can build your
portfolio. You will develop an understanding of model making, design and construction
techniques which you can use to focus and hone your skills on to another project. You can develop
your ideas and skills within your area of interest or specialism within Three-Dimensional design.
Specialisms include architectural design, ceramics, interior and theater design. The pieces of work
which you create will be put in to your portfolio and be presented as coursework at the end of the two
years.
Year 11
You will hone your skills surrounding Three-Dimensional Design and complete your initial portfolio.
You will then use this knowledge to inform your research towards Component 2 and begin compiling
research and ideas to prepare you for your assessment towards the end of Year 11. You can work
with a range of materials including wood, plastic and found materials.

Examinations and Assessment:
Component 1: Portfolio. 60% of the GCSE (96 marks).
The candidate portfolio is selected from work undertaken during the course and must include more
than one project. There is no time limit. The work is set and marked by your teacher and moderated
by the exam board.
Component 2: Externally set assignment. 40% of the GCSE. (96 marks).
You will respond to a theme given by the examination board. You will be asked to use your
knowledge, skill and understanding to realise an end goal within the 10 hours of supervised time.
Question papers are issued by the exam board from 2nd January in year 11. You will have unlimited
time to produce a shorter preparatory portfolio of work and plan a final piece in response to your
chosen starting point. You will then have 10 hours over two days to complete your final piece.

What's next:
Being able to create products and understanding the viability of 3D design is a valuable skill which can
be applied to a range of careers, such as architecture, carpentry, set designer, labourer, engineer,
television producer and so much more! 1 in 11 jobs in the UK are within the creative sector, so by
taking a creative subject you are increasing your employability for your future.

Careers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Architect

Carpenter

Set Designer

Television
Producer

Construction
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dance
1x non-exam assessment (60%), 1x exam assessment (40%)

Is Dance the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Are you willing to stay after school in order
to prepare for a public performance?

Choreographing dance pieces.

Are you interested in choreographing
your own piece?

Becoming a more independent learner.

Are you interested in learning professional
works from other choreographers?

Experimenting with dance techniques.

Are you willing to contribute to the ethos
of the school, e.g. joining extra-curricular
clubs?

Learning or performing professional
works.

Do you want to be able to discuss dance
in a critical/convincing manner?

Improving your ability to critically discuss
ideas/evaluate other performances.

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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TOTAL

Tick

/5

Examinations and Assessment
Component 1: Performance and choreography
Performance: Solo set phrases (one minute in duration), duet/trio (3 minutes in duration), solo or
group choreography (2 minutes in duration for solo, 3 minutes in duration for group).
Non-exam assessment: internally marked, externally moderated
60% of qualification
Component 2: Dance Appreciation
Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes
40% of qualification

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
In lessons you will develop an understanding of safe working practices in dance, before embarking on
studying a range of professional works and styles for performance and analysis. You will perform in
solos, duets/trios and small groups to an audience and develop your choreography skills. In year 10
you will also attend a live performance and evaluate the use of dance techniques and processes,
informing your creative choices.
Year 11
In lessons you will continue to develop your understanding from year 10, preparing for a range of
assessments including solo performance, duet/trios and solo or group choreography. These internal
assessments will be completed by February half term. The remainder of the year will be focusing on
the exam, developing from the skills learned over the course of study

What's next:
Dance GCSE is an obvious choice for anybody
wanting to pursue a career in the dance industry,
perhaps as a dancer, choreographer, stage design,
sound design, costume designer, instructor, various
fitness pathways, dance critic, examiner, teacher etc.
Dance also supports the learning in other subjects
and learning, such as confidence building, team-work,
finding creative solutions and ‘looking outside of the
box’. These are all skills that are highly desirable for
anybody going into employment. These skills are also
fundamental to success at A-Level study in a range of
subjects and a GCSE in dance is a stepping stone
onto studying an A-Level in dance.
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drama
2x non-exam assessment (40% + 20%), 1x exam assessment (40%)

Is Drama the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do you enjoy working in groups with
others and developing ideas?

Devising pieces of drama.

Do you enjoy expressing yourself both in
writing and practically?

Becoming a more independent learner.

Do you enjoy watching performances of
others as much as you enjoy performing
yourself?

Experimenting with dramatic techniques.

Do you enjoy portraying a range of
characters in different scenes?

Learning or writing scripts.

Do you want to be able to discuss
drama in a critical/convincing manner?

Improving your ability to critically discuss
ideas/evaluate other performances.

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Tick

TOTAL

/5

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
Year 10 will consist of various practical workshops and written theory lessons focusing on a range of
drama skills and key terminology. Students will complete their devised performance and devising logs
(an extended reflection on your creative process) and will then focus on the Blood Brother’s
assessment. This year will include a theatre trip to see a live performance. As your written
communication makes up 70% of the final GCSE grade, you will be expected to undertake lots of
writing throughout the year, in and out of lesson.
Year 11
Year 11 will focus on the scripted performance with an external examiner visit in January. By this
point, all of the non-exam material will have been covered, so from January onwards students will
work on their theory and exam knowledge. As your written communication makes up 70% of the final
GCSE grade, you will be expected to undertake lots of writing throughout the year, in and out of
lesson.

Examinations and Assessment:
Component 1: Understanding Drama
Written exam: 1 hour and 45 minutes
80 marks
40% of GCSE
Component 2: Devising drama (Practical)
Devising log (60 marks)
Devised performance (20 marks)
80 marks in total
40% of GCSE
Component 3: Texts in practice
Performance of Extract 1 (20 marks) and Extract 2 (20 marks)
40 marks in total 20% of GCSE

What's next:
Careers in drama typically include roles in media, teaching, technical crew, acting, directing,
costumier, set design, front-of-house and advertising. However, employers often look for students
with skills in Drama as they know they will have a confident, outgoing employee who is can work
well both independently and within a group, think fast under pressure and are creative in their
solutions. Any employment where you will be expected to speak to others to a high standard, to
present, to improvise, to collaborate, to negotiate or to empathise can be enhanced by studying
this subject further. GCSE Drama also directly leads onto an A-Level in Drama.
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music
2x non-exam assessment (2x30%), 1x exam assessment (40%)

Is Music the right choice for me?

Tick

Do you play or sing at grade 3 ability, or
will you be performing at that level by
year 11?

Would I like to develop these skills?
Performing to an audience on your
chosen instrument/singing

Are you interested in writing your own
music?

Writing/composing in a range of genres

Are you willing to contribute to the
musical ethos of the school, e.g. joining
extra-curricular clubs?

Make evaluative judgments about a
range of music

Are you interested in learning about a
range of genres of music?

Learn to write down what you hear

Do you want to be able to discuss music
in a critical/convincing manner?

Develop your ensemble skills/working in
a team

TOTAL

/5

TOTAL

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Tick

/5

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
In lesson time you will work on your free composition and develop your composing skills. This will be
completed by the end of year 10. Appraising skills will be covered during lesson time and you will
learn music from the 4 areas of study: Musical Forms and Devices, Music for Ensemble, Film Music
and Popular Music. You will perform in half-termly performance lessons to the class and receive
feedback. Performance will be mostly covered by your peripatetic lessons, but there will be regular
opportunities to perform in lesson time. As a GCSE music student, you will be expected to join choir
in order to develop your listening skills and you will be expected to undertake peripatetic lessons in
your chosen voice/instrument. If you need support in financing these, please contact Mr Hayter in
advance.
Year 11
In lesson time you will work on your brief composition and continue to develop your composing skills.
This will be completed by the February half-term. Appraising skills will be furthered during lesson time
and you will learn music from the 4 areas of study: Musical Forms and Devices, Music for Ensemble,
Film Music and Popular Music. You will continue to perform in half-termly performance lessons to the
class and receive feedback: these will be recorded by December. Performance will be mostly covered
by your peripatetic lessons, but there will be regular opportunities to perform in lesson time. As a
GCSE music student, you will be expected to join choir in order to develop your listening skills and
you will be expected to undertake peripatetic lessons in your chosen voice/instrument. If you need
support in financing these, please contact Mr Hayter in advance.

Examinations and Assessment:
Component 1: Performing
Total duration of performances: 4-6 minutes (Standard performance level is grade 3)
Non-exam assessment: internally assessed, externally moderated
30% of qualification
Component 2: Composing
Total duration of compositions: 3-6 minutes
Non-exam assessment: internally assessed, externally moderated
30% of qualification
Component 3: Appraising
Written examination: 1 hour 15 minutes (approximately)
40% of qualification
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What's next:
Music GCSE is an obvious choice for anybody
wanting to pursue a career in the music
industry, perhaps as a performer, composer,
musicologist, jingle-writer, producer, recordlabel management, DJ, music therapist,
publisher, editor, broadcaster, marketer,
teacher etc. Less anticipated but no less
common is the employment of music
graduates in finance and banking, legal and
consultancy. The study of music develops the
seven skills that define employability: selfmanagement, team work, business and
customer awareness, problem solving,
communication, numeracy and IT skills. Music
GCSE is recognised as being a rigorous
course of study that supports all studies at ALevel. In other words, music is a great option if
you want to be a musician, but also if you
don’t!
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pe (gsce)

core

Exam 1 (30%) - Applied anatomy and physiology Physical training (1 hr)
Exam 2 (30%) - Socio-cultural influences Sports psychology Health, fitness and well-being (1 hr)
Practical activity assessment + Analysing and Evaluating Performance (AEP coursework) 40%.
Is PE the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do I play two sports at school level or
higher?

Practical ability across all sports
attempted.

Do I willingly take part in school team
where possible?

Understand how to improve another
performer in my sport (coach).

Have I received 1s for my attitude to
learning in my PE reports?

Working independently.

Do I have an interest in the theory side
and am I keen to develop my
knowledge about sports performance?

Understanding how to body’s systems
are affected through exercise.

Am I interested in the science of the
body?

Working with others to improve skills,
knowledge and confidence.

TOTAL

/5

Tick

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course breakdown:
The content of OCR’s GCSE (9–1) in Physical Education is divided into three components. Each
component is further sub divided into topic areas and the detailed content associated with those
topics.
Component 01: Physical factors affecting performance
1.1 Applied anatomy and physiology.
1.2 Physical training.
Component 02: Socio-cultural issues and sports psychology
2.1 Socio-cultural influences.
2.2 Sports psychology.
2.3 Health, fitness and well-being.
Component 03: Performance in physical education (NEA)
3.1 Performance of three activities taken from the two approved lists*.
• one from the ‘individual’ list.
• one from the ‘team’ list.
• one other from either list.

Examinations and Assessment
Exam 1 (30%) - Applied anatomy and physiology Physical training
The structure and function of the skeletal system
The structure and function of the muscular system
Movement analysis
The cardiovascular and respiratory systems
Effects of exercise on body systems
Physical training
Components of fitness
Applying the principles of training
Preventing injury in physical activity and training
Exam 2 (30%) - Socio-cultural influences
Sports psychology Health, fitness and well-being
Socio-cultural influences
Engagement patterns of different social groups in physical activities and sports
Commercialisation of physical activity and sport
Ethical and socio-cultural issues in physical activity and sport
Sports psychology
Health, fitness and well-being
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Practical activity assessment (30%)
Practical performances For the practical performances approved activities list. Learners can only be
assessed in the role of player/performer. Learners are required to demonstrate effective performance,
the use of tactics or techniques and the ability to observe the rules and conventions under applied
conditions.
Team activities
Association football (Cannot be five-a-side or futsal), Badminton, Basketball, Blind cricket, Camogie,
Cricket, Dance (Cannot be used as both a Team and Individual activity), Gaelic football, Goal ball,
Handball, Field Hockey, Hurling, Lacrosse, Netball, Powerchair football, Rowing (Cannot be assessed
with sculling, canoeing or kayaking & cannot be used as both a Team and Individual activity), Rugby
League, Rugby Union, Squash doubles, Table cricket, Table tennis (Cannot be assessed with
singles), Tennis (Cannot be assessed with singles) Volleyball, Wheelchair basketball, Wheelchair &
rugby.

Individual activities
Amateur boxing, Athletics, Badminton (Cannot be assessed with doubles), Boccia, Canoeing,Cycling
(Track or road cycling or BMX racing), Dance (Cannot be used as both a Team and Individual activity),
Diving, Platform diving, Equestrian, Golf, Gymnastics,Kayaking (Cannot be assessed with sculling,
canoeing or rowing), Poly bat, Rock climbing (Can be indoor or outdoor), Sculling (Cannot be
assessed with kayaking, canoeing or rowing), Skiing (Must take place on snow, but can be indoor or
outdoor & Cannot be assessed with snowboarding), Snowboarding Must take place on snow, but can
be indoor or outdoor & cannot be assessed with skiing), Squash (Cannot be assessed with doubles),
Swimming (Cannot be synchronised), Table Tennis (Cannot be assessed with doubles), Tennis
(Cannot be assessed with doubles), Trampolining.
Analysing and Evaluating Performance (AEP) (10%)
In addition to three practical performances, learners are required to demonstrate their ability to
analyse and evaluate their own performance in order to:
analyse aspects of personal performance in a practical activity
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the performance
produce an action plan which aims to improve the quality and effectiveness of the performance.
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What's next:
GCSE PE can lead to a range of careers including:

Athletic Trainer

Coach

Physical Therapist

Strength and Conditioning Coach

Medical Assistant

Scout

Sports Medicine Aide

General Manager

Athletic Trainer

Business Manager

Physical Therapy Assistant

Marketing Director

Sports Massage Therapist

Promotion Director

Sports and Fitness Nutritionist

Director of Community Relations

Strength and Conditioning Coach

Executive Director

Exercise Physiologist

Stadium Manager

Sports Physician

Sports Events Coordinator

Sports Psychologist

Equipment Manager

Physical Education (P.E.) Teacher
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business studies
Written examination: 100%

Is Business the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

I like the idea of learning about how to
start my own business.

Independent research skills.

I enjoy trying to find creative and
innovative solutions to problems.

Team-working skills.

I would like to find out how businesses
recruit and train staff.

Enterprise skills.

I am interested in how businesses
persuade us to buy their products.

Presenting skills.

I watch the news regularly

Problem-solving skills.

TOTAL

/5

Tick

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Examinations and Assessment
Exam Paper 1
Theme 1: Investigating Small Business
90 minutes (50%)
Exam Paper 2
Theme 2 : Investigating Business
90 Minutes (50%)
Both examination papers will consist of calculations, multiple choice, short-answer and
extended-writing questions

Course Breakdown:
Year 10
Theme 1 – Investigating Business
You will cover the key issues and skills involved in ‘enterprise.’ Your focus will be on the development
and running of small businesses. What does it mean to be ‘enterprising’? What challenges do new
businesses face?
Year 11
Theme 2 – Building a Business
You will build upon much of your Year 10 work but the focus is on larger businesses. You will examine
the methods used by business owners to grow their businesses, the marketing and financial decisions
that they have to make, and how they try to ensure that they make the best use of their staff. You will
sit all examinations at the end of the year 11.

What's next:
GCSE Business lends itself to a whole
variety of careers by virtue of the fact that
we will all work for some type of business
organisation. Whether you already know
what you want to do in later life or are still
unsure GCSE Business can help you better
understand challenges that new and
established businesses face.
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Media Studies
Two written exams based on set texts: 70% ; Controlled Coursework: 30%

Is Media Studies the right choice for me?

Tick

Would I like to develop these skills?

Do I enjoy discussing television
portrayals, viral videos, advertising and
other forms of media?

Analysing a range of media texts (tv,
magazines, newspapers, film, video
games, social media etc.).

Do I enjoy analysing how and why
people are represented in a particular
way in the media?

Working independently on creating my
own realistic media text (e.g. DVD cover /
magazine).

Do I want to unpack why producers
make choices when creating media
products?

Discussing and debating modern key
societal issues and events (political,
social, cultural, historical).

Am I interested in working creatively on
a project e.g. designing my own
professional DVD cover or magazine
cover?

Learning about the role of media
industries: how they work and how they
can influence us to believe certain
messages and ideas.

Am I curious about how the media works
(journalism, production, radio etc)?

Evaluating the use of language and
images for meaning (cross-curricular links
to English).

TOTAL

/5

Tick

TOTAL

/5

Notes / Questions for your teacher:
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Course Breakdown:
Year 10
You will be introduced to the world of media language and representation through the study of set
texts. You will become familiar with these in preparation for the exam from the very start- no surprises!
You will explore how these media products reflect, and are influenced by, the social, cultural, historical
and political contexts in which they are produced. You will also investigate how and why the media
works though a theoretical framework. In addition, you will unpick media industries and understand
how media producers interact with their audience.
Year 11
You will build on the key areas of theoretical framework and gain a deeper knowledge and
understanding of media language and representation, industry and audience. You will revise all set
texts in preparation for the exam. You will complete the creative ‘coursework’ element by producing
your own professional media production for an intended audience.

Examinations and Assessment
Component 1: Written examination: 1 hour 30mins, 40% of GCSE 80 marks
Section A: Exploring Media Language and Representation
This section assesses media language and representation in relation to two of the following
print media forms that you have already studied: magazines, marketing (film posters),
newspapers, or print advertisements and one unseen text.
Section B: Exploring Media Industries and Audiences
This section assesses two of the following media forms that you have already studied: film,
newspapers, radio or video games.
Component 2: Written examination: 1 hour 30mins, 30% of GCSE 60 marks
Section A: Television
This section will assess knowledge and understanding of media language and representation
in relation to two of the media forms studied for this section: magazine front covers, film
posters, newspaper front pages or print advertisements.
Section B: Music (music videos and online media)
This section will assess knowledge and understanding of media industries and audiences in
relation to any of the four forms studied for this section: film, newspapers, radio or video
games.
Component 3: Controlled Coursework: Media Production, 30% of GCSE 80 marks
Non-exam assessment: internally assessed and externally moderated by WJEC- 30% of
qualification. Students create their own media production (either DVD cover, magazine, tv ad
or music video). The work is marked by your teachers and moderated by the exam board.
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What's next:
In a media-saturated world there has never been a
more relevant time to become a Media Studies
student. If you are interested in the idea of a career
in TV and film production, advertising, marketing,
journalism, interactive media, digital marketing,
technical production, special effects, web design,
post-production or many others, then studying
Media at GCSE level is the place to start. Media
Studies will even help you to develop skills that
you’ll be able use in your other subjects such as
critical thinking, analysis, research, planning,
practical skills, time management, writing skills and
more.
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Filling in the Option Choice form
You now need to complete the option form
We aim, initially, to give the widest possible choice to our students. This may result in some
subjects being oversubscribed and some may not be viable. It is important to note that while
every effort will be made to give pupils their ideal choices there may well be cases where this
is not possible.

Students are asked to make a reserve choice and RANK their option choices
Your choice from Column A. Tick two subjects. One language
and one humanity.

Column A

Column B

1st

The subject you most want to take in Column B

2nd

Your second subject selection

R

A reserve subject choice in case one of your other subjects is
not available.

Subjects will not be allocated on a first come first served basis. If a subject is oversubscribed
that fair consideration will be given to all pupils. If there are any major issues with option
choices the pupils concerned will be spoken to personally.
Forms returned after the deadline, however, will be considered after the allocation of subjects
for pupils who have returned their forms on time. Forms not filled in correctly (such as a
reserve choice not nominated) will be returned for full completion and then considered.
You are advised to keep your own copy of the completed form for reference.

Hand in Options form to the school office 8th February - 12th February
Deadline is the

Friday 12th February, 2021
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Subject Choice
Cut this page out and hand to office

Name_______________________________________ Tutor Group: ___________________

subject
Languages
Humanity
Fast Track
Languages

Column A

Column B

Tick one language and
one humanity

Add preferences in
order (1st) (2nd) (R)

French
Spanish
Geography
History
Fast Track French

Fast Track Spanish

Fine Art
Art & Design

Photography
3D Design
Textiles

Food & Nutrition
Religious Studies
Drama
Music
Dance
ICT: Creative iMedia
PE (GCSE)
Business Studies
Media Studies
*We will endeavour to give every student their top two choices where possible.

Parent/Guardian’s Signature ___________________________________________________
Student’s Signature __________________________________________________________
Received Date __________________________________________________ (Office use only)
Hand in Options form to the school office 8th February - 12th February
Deadline is the

Friday 12th February, 2021
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